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**Note**
*Seminar in Linguistics (言語科学演習)** Supervisor [ONO, ETO, UEHARA, TAKAHASHI, NAKAMOTO, NARROG, SOEJIMA, YOSHIMOTO, OKADA, NAKAMURA, WANNER]  
*Please consult your supervisor about the registration.

*Advanced Seminar in Linguistics (言語科学特別演習)** Supervisor [ONO, ETO, UEHARA, TAKAHASHI, NAKAMOTO, NARROG, SOEJIMA, YOSHIMOTO, OKADA, NAKAMURA, WANNER]  
*Please consult your supervisor about the registration.

*Advanced Lecture in Linguistics (言語科学特別講義)** Supervisor [ONO, ETO, UEHARA, TAKAHASHI, NAKAMOTO, NARROG, SOEJIMA, YOSHIMOTO, OKADA, NAKAMURA, WANNER]  
*Please consult your supervisor about the registration.